Christopher Cook & Harold Hurst began manufacturing hosiery in 1908 under the name Cook & Hurst Ltd based in Leicester, creating the Admiral brand in 1914. The Trademark was then registered in 1922 after having supplied the Royal Navy with rugby shirts. The Admiral “rank” the logo of a Royal Navy Admiral.

Admiral continued as the official kit supplier to the England National team into the early 80’s. The team wore the now famous Admiral white home and red away strip in the 1982 World Cup Finals held in Spain.

The First Real Football Club Sponsorship, Admiral pioneered the replica kit market. Admiral signed a deal with League Champions Leeds United to make the first branded team kit and replica merchandise.

The England cricket team managed one of the biggest sporting conquests winning a thrilling Ashes series in 2005 after 18 years of hurt.

1914 Admiral is Established
1922 Trademark Registered
1966 England Win WC
1972 First Football Sponsorship
1973 NASL Years
1974 The England Job
1976 FA Cup Final
1982 England Product WC Final
1975 Dominating Football

Admiral continued to dominate the market with the Admiral white home and red away strip. Admiral signed up some of the largest football clubs in the world adding the likes of Manchester United F.C., Tottenham Hotspur F.C., West Ham United F.C., Eintracht Frankfurt and the Saudi Arabia National Team. In 1975 Manchester United had FA Cup success in an Admiral kit.

1991 League Champions
1992 Champions Again
1978 NASL Years

Admiral continued to sponsor champions across the world including Leeds United (First Division Champions 1991/92) and Dynamo Kyiv (USSR Champions).

In January 2011, Admiral opened its own purpose built factory to provide our customers in North America with custom designed sports apparel and accessories.

2011 New Factory Launch
2014 100th Anniversary

Will see Admiral celebrating its 100th Anniversary. 55-years at national to international level throughout the USA in a year which football’s global elite will meet in Brazil. Celebrating the last 100 years of one Britain’s favorite sporting outfits!

1976 saw Southampton F.C. play Manchester United F.C. in an FA Cup Final match. Admiral continued to sponsor teams across the world including Leeds United (First Division Champions) and Dynamo Kyiv (USSR Champions).

Admiral found success on the field once again having reconnected the connection between Wimbledon AFC and Admiral the club instantly saw success reaching League one for the first time in the club history.

1974 The England Job
1975 FA Cup Final

It wasn’t until England’s 1966 World Cup success that they began to manufacture sportswear. Leeds United won their third, First Division Football League title in the 1991-92 season.

1966 England Win WC
1966 England Win WC
1991 League Champions

Leeds United won their first Premier League title alongside 20 other Premier League sides across the world including Leeds United (First Division Champions 1991/92) and Dynamo Kyiv (USSR Champions).

The First Real Football Club Sponsorship, Admiral pioneered the replica kit market. Admiral signed a deal with League Champions Leeds United to make the first branded team kit and replica merchandise.

Admiral have a collaboration with the fashion brand REPRESENT. These images are from the 2018 Milan Fashion Show. The product is available in the UK at Selfridges, in USA at Nordstrom and other high end stores.

1982 England Product WC Final
1991 League Champions

Admiral continued to support teams across the world including Leeds United (First Division Champions 1991/92) and Dynamo Kyiv (USSR Champions).

Admiral didn’t stop there, they signed a deal with the English national team and produced the first commercially available England football shirt. The new Admiral England kit was worn in the 2-0 win over Czechoslovakia.

1975 Dominating Football
1985 England Win The Ashes

Admiral continued to dominate the market with the Admiral white home and red away strip. Admiral signed up some of the largest football clubs in the world adding the likes of Manchester United F.C., Tottenham Hotspur F.C., West Ham United F.C., Eintracht Frankfurt and the Saudi Arabia National Team.

1966 England Win WC
1974 The England Job

It wasn’t until England’s 1966 World Cup success that they began to manufacture sportswear.

1991 League Champions
1992 Champions Again

Leeds United won their first Premier League title alongside 20 other Premier League sides across the world including Leeds United (First Division Champions) and Dynamo Kyiv (USSR Champions).

In January 2011, Admiral opened its own purpose built factory to provide our customers in North America with custom designed sports apparel and accessories.

1973 NASL Years
1976 FA Cup Final

Admiral continued to dominate the market with the Admiral white home and red away strip. Admiral signed up some of the largest football clubs in the world adding the likes of Manchester United F.C., Tottenham Hotspur F.C., West Ham United F.C., Eintracht Frankfurt and the Saudi Arabia National Team.

1966 England Win WC
1974 The England Job

It wasn’t until England’s 1966 World Cup success that they began to manufacture sportswear.
LOOK LIKE WINNERS
PLAY LIKE CHAMPIONS

Admiral invented replica kits for English soccer premier teams, Manchester United, Leeds United, England and most of the original North American Soccer League teams. We supplied the British Lions, Rugby teams, and the England, South African, Canada and West Indies cricket teams. We introduced unique designs, alternate kits, manufacturing and club logos, poly cotton materials to make kits lighter and pixie, developed kits with stripe, collar, and cuffs, where Admiral led other brands followed.

Today when you buy Admiral gear you get the same high performance apparel and accessories developed for our pro teams and trusted by thousands in youth clubs, schools and sports organizations around the USA & Canada.

1. Cheapest soccer club in the world.
2. Better quality, control & availability because we own our factory.
3. Unlimited designs, colors & logo options. No end of life or minimum quantity prices.
4. Custom designed & made to order kits. Uniquely brand your teams.
5. Raise funds for your teams with custom branded soccer balls.
7. Custom club branded spirit and fanwear.

QUALITY FOR ALL GUARANTEED

ADMIRAL TECHNICAL FEATURES

ADMIRAL FIT'S

IN-STOCK & MADE TO ORDER

A tailored solution. Choose from hundreds of designs, add your own colors, logos and numbers to the designs and have YOUR KIT YOUR WAY.
WE BELIEVE IN UNITY
Admiral strengthens and supports your team by fusing game-changing performance technologies with the right fabrics, designs, colors and sizes at an outstanding value.

Package Includes:
- Derby Jersey
- Vapor or Roma Short
- Tourney Socks

Available in 17 colors

Sizes YXS - AXXL
Women’s shape available

#1016PKG
Derby Premium Package

The Derby Jersey is an ultra modern V-Neck, VaporDraw fabric releases heat and sweat, diagonal embossed front, wider sleeve trim. Depending upon the color of the jersey, Admiral will add either the 2 color roma short or the 1 color vapor short to the package. The tourney sock rounds out this premium package.

Derby Premium
Tourney Socks
Roma Short

Roma Short
Tourney Socks
Derby Premium

Call Now Toll Free 888.646.6822
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Verso Reversible

Contrasting double needle construction
Crew neck
Contrasting side panel
Contrasting binding at hem

Verso Reversible Package
Crew neck, reversible shirt, color blocking on both sides, very comfortable.

Package Includes:
- Verso Jersey
- Vapor Short
- Tourney Socks

Sizes YXS - AXXL
Women's shape available

Available in 4 reversible colors
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Like your team spirit, colors and logos should never fade. Trust Admiral logos and numbers for bleed resistant color and crisp clear logos that last.

Crew neck with contrasting overlays

Contrasting overlays at shoulder

Contrasting overlays at hem

VaporDraw wicks moisture

Cup Jersey Package
Crew neck, VaporDraw wicks moisture, contrasting overlays at shoulder and hem.

Package Includes:
- Cup Jersey
- Vapor Short
- Tourney Socks

Sizes YXS - AXXL
Women’s shape available

Available in 21 colors

#1021
Cup Jersey Package
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Ready 2 Go Team kit
Performance Jersey

Crew neck, short sleeve performance shirt, VaporDraw wicks moisture, Solid colors very comfortable.

Crew neck, long sleeve performance shirt, VaporDraw wicks moisture, Solid colors very comfortable.

Package Includes:
- Performance Jersey SS
- Vapor Short
- Tourney Socks

Sizes YXS - AXXL, Women’s shape available

Available in 15 colors

Available in silver & white

#1022SS
Performance Jersey SS

#1022LS
Performance Jersey LS

Available in 15 colors

Available in silver & white

Ready 2 Go Team kit
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#1023
United Jersey Package

Crossover crew neck, VaporDraw wicks moisture, Sublimated front panel allows you to add a full color sublimated club logo, soft and colorful. Admiral will add 1 color Vapor short and the Tourney sock to round out this package.

Package Includes:
- United Jersey
- Vapor Short
- Tourney Socks

Sizes: YXS - AXXL

Available in 16 colors

United Jersey

Vapor Short

Tourney Socks

Available in 16 colors

www.admiral-sports.com
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Town Jersey Package

Includes:
- Town Jersey
- Vapor Short
- Tourney Socks

Available in 21 colors

Sizes YXS - AXXL
Woman’s shape available

Call Now Toll Free 888.646.6822
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#2026
Forza Short - Men's

Constructed with all the key qualities that go into the highest quality professional shorts.

SIZES / COLORS
(YXS, YS, YM, YL, AXS, AXL, AXXL, AXXXL)

#2027
Forza Women's Short

A women's cut style that features a very athletic female design along with our proven women's fit construction.

SIZES / COLORS
(WXS, WS, WM, WL, WXL, WXXL, WXXXL)

www.admiral-sports.com
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#2002 Roma Short

#2000 Vapor Short
A slightly longer VaporDraw performance short, overlock stitching on leg and side seam for added strength, covered waistband, matching flat draw cord.

Contrasting side insert
VaporDraw fabric
Covered waistband
Overlock stitching on leg and side
VaporDraw fabric

SIZES / COLORS
(YXS,YS,YM,YL,S,M,L,XL,XXL,XXXL)
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**#2000W**

**Women's Vapor Short**
A slightly longer Women's VaporDraw performance short, overlock stitching on leg and side seam for added strength, covered waistband, matching flat draw cord

Colors available in Black & Navy

---

**#3990**

**Premier Sock**
The highest quality football sock available, a true professional sock. Over knee length, longer turn down, padded foot, ribbed articulated ankle and arch support.

---

**SIZES / COLORS**
(WXS, WS, WM, WL, WXL, WXXL)

---

**#2000W**

**SIZES / COLORS**
(JR, YTH, ADT)

---

**Shoe Size**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Jr</th>
<th>Yth</th>
<th>Adt</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#2000 Premier Sock</td>
<td>5-7</td>
<td>6-8</td>
<td>8-12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

www.admiral-sports.com
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Tourney II Sock
Modern fitting soccer sock, articulated ankle and arch, 95% Poly, 5% Spandex, 80gms. Light weight with strategic cushion which reduces bulk and increases flexibility.

Coming Fall 2019

In-Stock

SIZES / COLORS (CHD, JR, YTH, ADT)

Ribbed articulated ankle

Articulated ankle and arch

95% Poly, 5% spandex, 80gms.

#3700

YOUR KIT YOUR WAY

Customize your kit by using our YKYW builder
http://admiral-sports.com/kitbuilder

- Limitless customization & shelf life.
- Average 4 week turn around.
- Order one or more as you need. No minimums.
- We use only the best materials & fabrics for long lasting, brilliant, vibrant colors.
- Quality guaranteed.
Use our online kit builder to design your team kit. Choose your jersey & shorts design. Choose colors, then select male or female fit and short or long sleeve. Limitless customization, add a watermark, graphics, logos, names & numbers to make your uniform one of a kind.

**YOUR KIT YOUR WAY**

**Step #1**
Choose a style or send us your own design.

**Step #2**
Choose gender & sleeve type.

**Step #3**
Add club logo, sponsor, numbers & player name.

**Step #4**
Select matching shorts.

**Step #5**
Select your team colors.

**Step #6**
Choose your fabric.

**Step #7**
Choose available upgrades.

**Step #8**
Outwear & accessories.

**QUALITY GUARANTEED**
We are proud to stand behind our YKYW custom kits with our exclusive lifetime performance guarantee. If you’re not completely satisfied with your Admiral YKYW kit we will replace it. Simply as that.

All orders are sent to our air team • Once the orders are checked they go to internal production where our artists apply logos, names, numbers to each sublimated custom jersey, short and jacket.

Every custom garment is individually printed • Each item is printed individually. We use the best quality sublimation paper, the highest quality sublimation ink and the latest digital sublimation printers.

Transferring the design to the fabric • From the printers, we heat press the pattern from the paper to the fabric. The roll of fabric is then quality checked before going to the cutting area.

Your custom jersey is tailor made • Every custom item is tailor made for men’s & women’s cut.

Quality control & ironing • Every piece is ironed before being checked and packed. Every jersey, short, jacket & bag is checked to ensure the correct size, number, color & logos.

**COLORS**
Long lasting, high resolution sublimated logos, never fade, peel or crack.

**UNISEX SIZES & GENDER:**
- Youth (XS-L)
- Adult (S-XXL)
- Women’s shape (WS-WXXL)

**FABRIC & UPGRADES**
- Long lasting full color high resolution sublimated logos, never fade, peel or crack.
- Burnley Unisex Exclusive Lifetime Performance Guarantee.
Long lasting full color high resolution sublimated logos, never fade, peel or crack.

Long lasting full color high resolution sublimated logos, never fade, peel or crack.

Long lasting, Sublimated number w/logo

Collar Option Crew-Neck

Collar Option Crew-Neck

Laser speed Venting

Laser speed Venting

Choose from 20 Standard colors, with more options available on request.

Choose from 20 Standard colors, with more options available on request.

Colors: Youth (XS-L), Adult (S-XXL), Women’s shape (WS-WXXL)

Fabric & Upgrades: Vapor Stretch, Interlock Hi-Count Air, Knit - Asr lenif, Laser Speed, Venting, Knitted Trim (Sleeve and or Neck)

UNISEX SIZES & GENDER:

Youth (XS-L)

Adult (S-XXL)

Women’s shape (WS-WXXL)
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Long lasting, full color high resolution sublimated logos, never fade, peel or crack.

Choose from 20 Standard colors, with more options available on request.

FABRIC & UPGRADES
- Vapor Stretch Fabric
- Interlock Hi-Count Air Knit - Asr lenif
- Laser Speed Venting
- Knitted Trim (Sleeve and or Neck)

COLORS
- Youth (XS-L)
- Adult (S-XXL)
- Women's shape (WS-WXXL)
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Long lasting, Sublimated number w/logo

Collar Option
Crew-Neck

Long lasting, Sublimated number

FABRIC & UPGRADES

Choose from 20 Standard colors, with more options available on request.

COLORS

UNISEX SIZES & GENDER:
Youth (XS-L)
Adult (S-XXL)
Women’s shape (WS-WXXL)

FABRIC & UPGRADES
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Long lasting, Sublimated number w/logo
Collar Option Crew-Neck

Laser speed Venting

Long lasting full color high resolution sublimated logos, never fade, peel or crack.
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Choose from 20 Standard colors, with more options available on request.

FABRIC & UPGRADES

Vapor Stretch Fabric
Interlock Hi-Count Air
Knit - Asr lenif
Laser Speed Venting
Knitted Trim (Sleeve and/or Neck)

UNISEX SIZES & GENDER:
Youth (XS-L)
Adult (S-XXL)
Women’s shape (WS-WXXL)

UNISEX OPTIONS

Collar with pocket
W/Neck

UNISEX WM OPTIONS

Collar
Crew Collar with placket
V-Neck

Choose from 20 Standard colors, with more options available on request.
Long lasting, Sublimated number w/logo

Crew-Neck

Collar Option

Laser speed Venting

Long lasting full color high resolution sublimated logos, never fade, peel or crack.

UNISEX SIZES & GENDER:

Youth (XS-L)

Adult (S-XXL)

Women’s shape (WS-WXXL)

COLORS

FABRIC & UPGRADES

Vapor Stretch

Fabric

Interlock Hi-Count Air Knit - Asr lenif

Laser Speed

Venting

Knitted Trim (Sleeve and or Neck)

Choose from 20 Standard colors, with more options available on request.

Bayern

Long lasting full color high resolution sublimated logos, never fade, peel or crack.

COLLAR OPTIONS

Collar Option Crew-Neck

Collar with placket

Y-neck placed

Choose from 20 Standard colors, with more options available on request.

www.admiralsports.com
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Long lasting full color, high resolution sublimated logos, never fade, peel or crack.

**Everton**
- Long lasting, sublimated number w/logo
- Collar Option: Crew-Neck
- Laser speed venting

**Gibraltar**
- Long lasting full color, high resolution sublimated logos, never fade, peel or crack.
- Collar Option: Crew-Neck

**Ipswich**
- Long lasting full color, high resolution sublimated logos, never fade, peel or crack.
- Collar Option: Crew-Neck

**Rotherham**
- Long lasting full color, high resolution sublimated logos, never fade, peel or crack.
- Collar Option: V-Neck

Choose from 20 Standard colors, with more options available on request.

**COLORS**
- Youth (XS-L)
- Adult (S-XXL)
- Women’s shape (WS-WXXL)

**UNISEX SIZES & GENDER:**
- Vapor Stretch fabric
- Interlock Hi-Count Air Knit - Asr lenif
- Laser Speed venting
- Knitted Trim (Sleeve and or Neck)

**FABRIC & UPGRADES**
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Choose from 20 standard colors, with more options available on request.

**COLORS**

**UNISEX SIZES & GENDER:**
- Youth (XS-L)
- Adult (S-XXL)
- Women’s shape (WS-WXXL)

**FABRIC & UPGRADES:**
- Vapor Stretch Fabric
- Interlock Knit - Air lenif
- Laser Speed Venting
- Knitted Trim (Sleeve and/or Neck)

---

**Sunderland**

- Long lasting, full color high resolution sublimated logos, never fade, peel or crack.
- Collar Option: Crew-Neck
- Laser speed Venting

**Truro**

- Long lasting, Sublimated number w/logo
- Collar Option: Crew-Neck
- Laser speed Venting

**Celtic**

- Long lasting, full color high resolution sublimated logos, never fade, peel or crack.
- Collar Option: Crew-Neck
- Laser speed Venting

**Iverness**

- Long lasting, full color high resolution sublimated logos, never fade, peel or crack.
- Collar Option: Crew-Neck
- Laser speed Venting
Choose from 20 Standard colors, with more options available on request.

**COLORS**
- Youth (XS-L)
- Adult (S-XXL)
- Women’s shape (WS-WXXL)

**UNISEX SIZES & GENDER:**
- Vapor Stretch
- Interlock Hi-Count Air Knit

**FABRIC & UPGRADES:**
- Laser Speed Venting
- Knitted Trim (Sleeve and or Neck)

**PORTO**
- Long lasting, sublimated number w/logo
- Crew-Neck Collar Option
- Laser speed Venting

**COVENTRY**
- Long lasting, sublimated number w/logo
- Crew-Neck Collar Option
- Laser speed Venting

**AMERICA**
- Long lasting, sublimated number w/logo
- Crew-Neck Collar Option
- Laser speed Venting

**LANCASTER**
- Long lasting, sublimated number w/logo
- Crew-Neck Collar Option
- Laser speed Venting
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#0700 Cult Duo Tone T-shirt
T-shirt, V-neck, polyester cotton blend, a casual and modern fit. Moisture wicking, tag free, extra soft feel.

#0795 Variante Tee
Crew neck T-shirt, European product!, Fits smaller than normal, 100% Cotton Jersey knit, Ribbed 1x1 neck trim, woven Admiral taping on shoulders.
#1413
Albany Top—Women’s
Slimming and sleek form-fitting women’s shirt.
Low profile Admiral logos for extra club branding. Tag free.

V-neck VaporDraw fabric

SIZES / COLORS (WXS, WS, WM, WL, WXL, WXXL)

#1412
Nova Sports Bra—Women’s
Technical form fitted compression sports bra, with moisture wicking made for extreme comfort. Removeable pads.

Technical form fitted compression

Removeable pads

SIZES / COLORS (WXS, WS, WM, WL, WXL, WXXL)

www.admiral-sports.com
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Core Tank-Women’s
VaporDraw fabric, a women’s performance tank top, great item for fanwear for clubs. Low profile Admiral logos for extra club branding. Tag free.

#1417
Liberty Performance SS Women’s
VaporDraw fabric, a women’s cut performance short sleeve shirt, great item for fanwear for clubs.

SIZES / COLORS (WXS, WS, WM, WL, WXL, WXXL)
#1418
Liberty Performance LS Women’s
VaporDraw fabric flatlock seams for comfort, a women's cut performance long sleeve shirt, great item for fanwear for clubs. Low profile Admiral logos for extra club branding. Tag free.

#6100
True Compression Shirt SS
Much more than a base layer, short sleeve, functional compression garment, stretch, soft woven nylon, stretch mesh added for breathability. 4 way stretch that provides greater mobility and comfort. The flat stitch makes the shirt extremely comfortable to wear.
#6101  new  True Compression Shirt LS
Much more than a base layer, long sleeve, functional compression garment, stretch, soft woven nylon, stretch mesh added for breathability.

SIZES / COLORS (YL,AS,AM,AXL,AXXL,AXXXL)

#6102  new  Women’s Energy Tight
Highest quality. A proper tight for active woman, perfectly weighted woven nylon fabric, VaporDraw wicking, wide waistband. 4 way stretch that provides greater mobility and comfort. The flat seam makes this pant extremely comfortable to wear.

SIZES / COLOR (XS,WS,WM,WL,WXL,WXXL)
Men’s Energy Compression Short
A high quality compression short, a true functioning proper compression under short, woven nylon, gusset in crotch for a comfortable fit. The flat seam makes this short very comfortable to wear. Provides support, stability and minimizes risk of injury.

Dry Skin Base Layer SS
Short sleeve Base layer: 92% polyester 8% spandex, 135gm single jersey knit, stay cool in summer & warm in winter.

Sizes / Colors
(YL, S, M, L, XL, XXL, XXXL)
Dry Skin Base Layer LS

Long sleeve base layer, 92% polyester 8% spandex, 135gm single jersey knit, stay cool in summer & warm in winter.

Sizes / Colors

(3XL, YM, YL, S, M, L, XL, XXL, XXXL)

Available Fall 2019
Goalkeeper
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#1811
Solo GK Jersey
A quality goalkeeper’s jersey. VaporDraw fabric, embossed front panel, padded elbows, contrasting shoulder panels.

Step #1
CHOOSE A STYLE OR SEND US YOUR OWN DESIGN

Step #2
SELECT YOUR TEAM COLORS
Choose from 22 standard colors, any combination available on request.

Step #3
ADD CLUB LOGO, SPONSOR NUMBERS & PLAYER NAME

Step #4
CHOOSE YOUR FABRIC & UPGRADES

Sizes / Colors
(YM, YL, S, M, L, XL, XXL, 3XL)

VaporDraw fabric
Contrasting overlays at hem
Crew neck t-shirt
Contrasting shoulder panels
Padded elbows
#2584 Pure GK Short
A goalkeepers short, this GK short coordinates with most goalkeeper shirts, solid colors, longer length, padded hips, wider covered waistband with matching flat drawcord.

#2591 TC 3/4 GK Pant

SIZES / COLORS
(YXS, YS, YM, YL, S, M, L, XL, XXL, XXXL)

SIZES / COLORS
(AXS, AS, AM, AL, AXL, AXXL, AXXXL)
#2592
**TC GK Pant**
Polyester full GK pant, sculpted hip padding.

Covered waistband
Sculpted hip padding
VaporDraw fabric

SIZES / COLOR
(AXS, AS, AL, XL, XXL, XXXL)

---

#0507
**Premier Finger Save**
Flat Finger with finger save stays, sizes 3 to 9, 3mm natural latex palm, mesh gusset, PVC foam strap with velcro closure on wrist.

SIZES / COLORS
(G3, G4, 05, G6, G7, G8, G9, G10, G11, G12)
Premier Trainer
Flat Finger, sizes 3 to 9, 3mm natural latex palm, mesh gusset, PVC foam strap with Velcro closure on wrist.

Sizes / Colors
(G3, G4, G6, G7, G8, G9, G10, G11)

#0530 Pro
Roll fine, sizes 8 - 11, 4mm giga grip latex palm, 3.5mm german latex with rubber punch gel on backhand, 3D mesh gusset, wide wrist strap with Velcro closure and built in window, to print a name on the wide latex strap. Provides optimum contact with the ball for superb grip in dry & wet weather.

Sizes / Colors
(G8, G9, G10, G11)
#0520

Match

Hybrid cut, sizes 7 to 11, 4mm super softy german latex palm, neoprene with injected rubber gel for backhand, mesh gusset, double elastic wrap on wrist with Velcro closure.

SIZES / COLORS

(G7,G8,G9,G10,G11)
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#0707
Cult Pullover Hoodie
Hoodie, polyester and cotton blend, pullover, kangaroo front pockets.

#0708
Hype Full Zip Hoodie
Cationic dyed polyester, stretch product, full zip, hoodie, kangaroo front pockets.
#0709 Crew Training Tech Hoodie
Hoodie, 100% french terry polyester, technical, a classic with new technical features, contrasting 2 by 1 rib inserts.

Sizes / Colors
(YM, YL, S, M, L, XL, XXL, 3XL)

#0710 Crew Training Pullover
Crew neck, pullover, 100% french terry polyester, technical, a classic crew with new technical features, contrasting 2 by 1 rib inserts.

Sizes / Colors
(YM, YL, S, M, L, XL, XXL, 3XL)
#0857
Pioneer LW Pullover
VaporDraw wicking fabric, lightweight, 1/4 zip, pullover, training thumb hole.

Lightweight

1/4 zip

VaporDraw wicking fabric

Training thumb hole

SIZES / COLORS
(XXS, XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL, XXXL)

#0895
Variante Jacket
Full zip jacket, European product, fitted athletic design that contours to the body ensuring mobility and comfort, 220gm 100% polyester French terry. Ribbed 1x1 Poly cuff, woven Admiral taping on arms.

Full zip Jacket

220gm 100% polyester french terry

Woven Admiral Taping on arms.

Ribbed 1x1 poly cuff

SIZES / COLOR
(M, L, XL, XXL, XXXL)
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#0896
Variante Hoodie
Full zip jacket, European product. Fits smaller than normal, 220gm 100% polyester French terry. Ribbed 1x1 Poly cuff, woven admiral taping on arms.

220gm 100% polyester French terry

Woven Admiral taping arms.

Full zip

Sizes / Color
(XXS, XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL, XXXL)

#0852
Rival Padded Bench Coat
The best bench coat, a proper padded center sideline coat, woven polyester with 2000m coating. Lined with our special reflective lining to hold body heat, full zip, storm flap, hooded, fleece lined hand warmer pockets.

Woven polyester with 2000m coating

Heat reflective lining maintains heat

Fleece lined hand warmer pockets.

Sizes / Colors
(XXS, XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL, XXXL)
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**#0853 Whistler Rain Track Jacket**

Mid weight, 2 layer modern rain jacket, woven polyester with 2000mm PU coat, vented front, hooded.

- **Woven polyester with 2000mm PU coat**
- **Zippered pockets**
- **Full zip**
- **Available in black and navy**

**SIZES / COLORS** (XXS, YS, YM, YL, S, L, ML, XL, XXL, XXXL)

---

**#0850 Thermic Bonded Jacket**

Our bonded fall jacket, heavily water resistant, lined with a special reflective lining that holds body heat, zippered pockets.

- **Heavily water resistant**
- **Full zip**
- **Heat reflective lining maintains heat**

**SIZES / COLORS** (XXS, YS, YM, YL, S, L, ML, XL, XXL, XXXL)

---
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Available in black and navy
#0819

Maxum Pant
Mid weight polyester pique fabric. Training and travel pant, zippered pockets, tapered leg for training, 9” zippered leg opening.

Sizes / Colors (XXS, YS, YM, YL, S, L, M, XL, XXL, XXXL)

#0807

Omega Pant
Euro style, brushed french terry, stylish cut, zippered pockets, wide elastic cuffs, zippered leg opening.

Sizes / Colors (XXS, YS, YM, YL, S, L, M, XL, XXL, XXXL)
#0808
Alpha Full Zip Jacket
Our best track jacket, brushed French terry, color blocking in shoulder and one arm, stylish cut, zippered pockets, wide elastic waist.

Color blocking in shoulder and one arm

Full zip

Pocket with zip

Wide elastic

SIZES / COLORS (XXS, XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL, XXXL)

#0897
Variante Pant
European product, fitted athletic design that contours to the body ensuring mobility and comfort. 220gm 100% polyester French terry, Ribbed 1x1 poly cuff, zippered leg and back pocket, woven Admiral taping on leg.

Zippered Leg and back pocket

220gm 100% polyester French terry

Woven Admiral taping on leg

SIZES / COLORS (S, M, L, XL, XXL, XXXL)
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#0820
Maxum 3/4 Pant
Mid weight polyester pique fabric, training and travel
3/4 pant, zippered pockets, tapered leg for training, 9”
zipped leg opening.

SIZES / COLORS
(XXS, YS, YM, YL, M, ML, XL, XXL, XXXL)
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#6017  
**Mezzo Polo**  
High quality polo, polyester/spandex CD yarn, stretch, 3 button plaquet. Snag resistant, tag free, breathable, moisture wicking to release heat and sweat.

### SIZES / COLORS  
(YM, YL, S, M, L, XL, XXL, 3XL)

- Navy Blue
- Red
- Royal Blue

#6015  
**Ambassador Polo-Men**  
Polyester Interlock, VaporDraw, 3 button plaquet, contrast trim. Snag resistant, tag free, breathable, moisture wicking to release heat and sweat.

### SIZES / COLORS  
(YM, YL, S, M, L, XL, XXL, 3XL)

- Navy Blue
- White
- Black
- Red
- Orange
- Blue
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#6016
Ambassador Polo-Women
Polyester Interlock, VaporDraw, 3 button plaquet, contrast trim. Snag resistant, tag free, breathable, moisture wicking to release heat and sweat.

Contrast trim
VaporDraw
3 button plaquet

SIZES / COLORS
(XXS, XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL)

#6018
Academy Polo
CD Yarn heathered VaporDraw polo, 135gm stretch polyester, 3 button plaquet.

VaporDraw polo
3 button plaquet

SIZES / COLORS
(XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL, XXXL)
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Lewear Polo
CD Yarn Heathered VaporDraw polo, 135gm stretch polyester, 3 button plaquet.

Victory Polo
High quality stretch VaporDraw polo, 185gm 90% Milk Polyester & 10% Spandex, Tailored collar, 3 button plaquet, Side seam and arm vents.
Stealth Activewear Pant
Activewear pant, woven stretch fabric, water resistant, the stealth has multiple uses i.e. golf, walking and travel.
90% polyester + 10% spandex, 170gms

Maxum Coaches Short
Coaches short, mid weight PK fabric, 2 front slash pockets, back pock with Velcro closure, wider covered waistband, matching flat draw cord, unlined.
Side slash pockets
170gm stretch polyester

Sizes / Colors
(YM, YL, S, M, L, XL, XXL, XXXL)

Sizes / Colors
(YM, YL, S, M, L, XL, XXL, XXXL)
#2506 Sideline Short
A multi-purpose high quality short, zippered front button closure, belt loops, woven polyester, stretch fabric, side seam pockets, back pocket with button closure.

SIZES / COLORS
(YM, YL, S, M, L, XL, XXL, XXXL)
#0138
Ball Pressure Gauge
Ball pressure gauge, durable nylon, measures bar & lbs, air release valve, includes needle.

#0105
12 Inch Dual Action Pump
12 inch double action pump, strong pressure, retractable hose, extra needle included in top compartment. Coming Spring 2020

#0212
Compact Dual Action Pump Set
8 1/4" dual action pump set, high pressure for small pump, extra steel needle included, also included is a special multipurpose needle for other inflatables.

#0108
Inflation Needle Set
3 pack, steel inflation needles, American standard, suitable for all pumps including compressors and stirrup pumps.

#0103
Coaching Package - Basic
Just the right items to help entry level training. Includes ball pump, 4 coaching sticks with metal bases, fix whistle with lanyard all packed into one carry bag.

#0206 Neck Lanyard
Nylon neck lanyard, 19" long, heavy duty, stainless steel clip, packaged in blister pack

#0103
Flower Cone Field Marker Set
Flower opening allows for use of coaching sticks, heavier and wider, 2"H x 6" diameter, weight 30 grams, 24 pc set with new strap & clip carry band. 8 pcs of flo orange - flo green - white - blue
Field Markers
Individual disc markers, soft PE material, 2 inch (4.8 cm) high by 7 inch (18 cm) in diameter, weight 26 grams each.

#0194 Jumbo Cones
JUMBO Training Cone, 7" high by 12" in diameter, high Vis flo orange, can use coaching sticks (sold separately) to create small hurdles.

#0102 Field Markers
Individual disc markers, soft PE material, 2 inch (4.8 cm) high by 7 inch (18 cm) in diameter, weight 26 grams each.

#0115 9" Collapsible Safety Cone Set
9 inch collapsible cone, PE material, high vis orange, set of 10, can be used with coaching sticks.

#0117 Hi Vis Speed Agility Ladders
Heavy duty, 20 inches wide, 20 feet long, 14 adjustable rungs, 17 1/2 inches in between rungs, includes carry bag.

#0126 Hi Vis Multi-functional Agility Hurdle Set
Hi vis ABS multi-functional agility hurdle, 20 inches wide, 1 inch thick, adjustable to 6 or 12 inch, set of 6 hurdles, includes Velcro carry handle.
#0155
**Velcro Net Ties**
Adjustable Velcro goal net ties, 1"W x 14"L, easy to use, white, pack of 12.

#0157
**Soft Ground Net Peg Set**
Traditional peg, set of 8, soft ground, looped end.

#0159
**6 Seater Portable Bench**
Seats 6, heavy duty 600D polyester, waterproof, UV resistant, 105"L x 19"W x 32"H, accessory pouch attached to one side, carry bag included.

#0226
**Swivel Pole Clip Set**
Nylon swivel pole clips work in tandem with Admiral’s pole system, set of 12 pcs, connects to all 25mm poles to build your own training systems.

#0207
**Tactic Coaches Clip Board**
A coaching necessity, double sided, 10" x 16", dry-erasable, pen included, a great organizer.
#0223 PRO Corner Flag Set
A professional corner flag system, set of 4, high vis flo green 25mm (1”) OD 2 pc construction poles, checkered flags with pole clips, new spring loaded base with screw in upgraded spike, carry bag included.

#0196 Pole Spring loaded Base
The latest technology is a pole spring, stainless spring built into a durable nylon casing and then is electronically coated to prevent rust, durable, 10 inches high, 1 pc.

#0195 Screw Spike Pole Anchor
8 1/2” long metal spike anchors the coaching stick, screw in spike has a new 6 cm nylon circular base to allow for spike to be more easily pushed into the ground, with your foot, spike is attached to a durable HDPE screw base that screws into the coaching sticks to create corner flags or training poles, 1 pc.

#0225 Hi Vis Training Pole Set
Set of 8, high vis agility training poles sometimes called coaching sticks, 2 pc PVC coaching stick with connector, 16 pcs make up 8 full 5 ft high poles, 1” (25mm) OD with 1.5mm thick PVC tubing, includes 8 screw in removable spikes with specially designed foot base, carry bag.
#0219 Elasticized Shin Guard Stays
Elasticized Shinguard stays (Pr), 2.75”W x 12”L, brushed nylon with elastic, wide Velcro closure, an ideal alternative to traditional tape, the shin guard stay keeps your shin guards in place.

#0220 Pro Sock Stays
Elasticized sock stays, Pair, used by premier players. Velcro closure, 1” wide.

#0197 Hi Vis Coaching Stick / Training Pole
2 pcs connect for a 5 ft (152 cm) height, 1 inch (25 mm) OD, 1.5 mm thick, nylon connector, high vis flo green color, each half of the pole is 30 inches, use half to create hurdles or connect for full length of 5 ft to use with our pole systems, use with screw bases to create training poles, add pole spring, flags to create corner flags.

#0199 Diamond Printed Flags
Waterproof, set of 4 printed red & yellow checkered International style corner or field marker flags, pole clips included.

#0237 Hexagonal Weighted Base Set
Set of 4, Multifunctional, high density rubber base, 4lbs each, accepts 25mm poles, can also be used to weight down pop up goals, indoor & outdoor use.
#0222
Quantum Goal Net
Traditional net with upgrades, 8 x 24W x 3D x 8 1/2 D, 3mm HTPE braided knotless, 120mm square mesh.

#0221
ProHex Goal Net
European style professional net, 4mm HTPE braided & Knotless netting, 24W x 8H x 4D x 10B, UV-proof, 120mm hexagonal mesh.

#0241
Hi Vis Hexagonal Agility Ring Set
Set of 12, high vis colors, multifunctional, heavy duty 3/4 inch wide ABS material, 20'' diameter, 6 each of high vis Flo Green & Flo Orange, 12 per set in carry bag, includes hinged clips so that all the rings can be connected and be used as hurdles as well.

#0200
Pole Bag
600D pole carry bag, 33 1/2 inches long, carry handle, designed to carry coaching sticks, training poles and corner flag sets.
Instant Ice Pack
Instant ice pack, 5” x 8 1/4”, 200 gms, holds temperature for 1 hour, can be re-used if placed in a refrigerator, FDA approved.

Kinesiology Sports Tape
Therapeutic kinesiology tape strips, 20 pcs, 25cm L (10”), 4 colors pink - skin - blue - black, elastic cotton strips with an acrylic adhesive, benefits a wide variety of musculoskeletal and sports injuries and inflammatory conditions.

Sports Tape
Sports tape by roll, 1.5 inches W by 10 yards long, cotton, breathable, available in 4 colors white - red - royal - black, blister packed.

Volley Tennis Net
Volley Tennis Net, strong 600D Polyester banding, PP net, a wider 22” base for greater stability, coated metal frame folds for ease of shipping and assembly, strong elastic flex cords run through the metal frame for ease of assembly.

Kinesiology Sports Tape
Therapeutic kinesiology tape strips, 20 pcs, 25cm L (10”), 4 colors pink - skin - blue - black, elastic cotton strips with an acrylic adhesive, benefits a wide variety of musculoskeletal and sports injuries and inflammatory conditions.
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#0143
Power Training Vest
High quality polyester training vest, 100% polyester Birdseye mesh, contrasting binding.

#0249
Auto Flow Water Bottle
Newer technology, auto flow water bottle. 1 liter ABS, spout opens and closes automatically as bottle is squeezed.

#5006
Field Player Glove
100% stretch dual layer polyester, warm, tapered wrist opening, silicone printing on palm for grip.

#008L
Large Weighted Pop Up Goal
Large sized weighted pop up goal, 72"W x 42"H x 42"D, microfiber frame, high vis flo green 600D polyester covers frame, gusseted nylon corners, white polyester mesh net, weighted steel chain base for stability but also includes nylon ground anchor pegs, includes carry bag.

#0228 Small Pop Up Goal
A pair of infinity style pop up goals, medium size is 4ft W x 32"H x 32"D, high vis 70 gram netting, reinforced elbows eliminate breaks when folding, includes plastic ground pegs that are attached with elastic, carry bag.

#0229M
Medium Pop Up Goal
A pair of infinity style pop up goals, medium size is 4ft W x 32"H x 32"D, high vis 70 gram netting, reinforced elbows eliminate breaks when folding, includes plastic ground pegs that are attached with elastic, carry bag.

#0230L
Large Pop Up Goal
A pair of infinity style pop up goals, medium size is 6ft W x 4ft H x 4ft D, high vis 70 gram netting, reinforced elbows eliminate breaks when folding, includes plastic ground pegs that are attached with elastic, carry bag.
#0600 Unity Guard
Ankle Protection
PP shell, sizes XS (6"), S (6.7"), M (7.5") and L (8.5"), 6mm 45D EVA, single elastic strap with Velcro closure, detachable ankle, 3mm EVA disc protects heel, meets CE safety standard.

#0602
Unity Slip In Shell
PP shell slip in, XS (6"), S (6.7"), M (7.5") and L (8.5"), 6mm molded 45D EVA, meets CE safety standard.

#0601
X Shock Guard
8mm TPU molded and compressed EVA slip in guard, sizes M (7.4") and L (8.4"), double layer shin guard sleeves, silicone non slip band on sleeve, meets CE safety standard.

#0603
Pro Guard Sleeve
High quality shin guard sleeve, pair, 2 layer polyester stretch spandex, non slip silicone band top to prevent the sleeve from slipping.

#0941
Ultimo Backpack
20”x13”x7”, Large main compartment, Ballistic 1680D Polyester body, Polyester ripstop front that is easy to transfer club logos on, ball and or a wet & dry pocket, upgraded zipper pulls with toggles, extra padding on straps on back of backpack, laptop sleeve built in, media pocket with built in opening for earbuds.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Style</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#1905</td>
<td>Tarpaulin Messenger Bag 15”x4”x14”, Great shoulder bag for the active coach, Stylish.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#0900</td>
<td>Sub Drawstring bag 15”x19”, A white drawstring bag that you can customize to include full color graphics/logos.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#0927</td>
<td>Pro Drawstring Bag 15.5”x18” All purpose small carry-all for individual players, wider web straps, back zippered pocket, great on and off the field.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#0907</td>
<td>Euro Base &amp; Wheel Bag 22”x16”x11”, High quality European carry-all, roller bag, extended top opening, separate bottom compartment for wet &amp; dry items.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#1605</td>
<td>Shoulder Satchel 16”x4”x14”, 600D shoulder satchel, designed for coaches &amp; referees, multiple pockets, shoulder strap.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#0934</td>
<td>Equipment Accessory &amp; Goal Net Bag 31”x16”x16”, Large, great all purpose accessory bag for balls, uniforms, holds one pair of full sized goal nets.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#0932</td>
<td>Brief Coaches Bag 16.5”x12”x4.5”, Matt PU finish, fluorescent green nylon lined. Large main compartment for 15” laptop, a number of inside compartments for coaches articles, Main handle and shoulder strap.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#0931</td>
<td>Sprint Coaches Bag 13”x12”x5”, Large main compartment, 600D Polyester with PU backing and embossed design, easy to apply transfers, numbers or screen print.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
#0919  Ball Carry Bag
18"x18"x36", Ball Carry Bag, Holds 12-15 Balls, Shoulder straps, Strong Braided rope closure, (18"x18"x36%).

#0158  Ball Carry Net Bag
Heavy duty nylon braided rope, knotted with threaded rope closure, 55 inches H by 24 inches W, holds 14-16 balls.

#0250  Kick Ball Touch Trainer
Improve head to toe ball control, high quality elasticized adjustable cord, tethered waistband, neoprene ball holder can hold all sizes of balls.

#7010  Premier Cap
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#7009 Rover Toque
Knitted toque or beanie, polyester 1 x 2 rib knit, 2 color, contrasting tipping.

#7010NL Premier Cap No Logo

#7012 Crew Cap
Made with the latest quick dry performance fabric, 30+ UV protection, unstructured, adjustable, updated Velcro closure.

#7011 Visor
Our Visor is made with stretch performance fabric, wicking fabric, adjustable, updated Velcro closure.
#1544 Pro Referee Jersey

Sublimated short sleeve stripe shirt features VAPORLITE Fabric for ultimate performance and comfort, two large chest pockets with Velcro closure flaps, distinctive two button neck placket, black collar with sewn in mylar collar stays. Sewn on circular patch for badge.

SIZES / COLORS (YM, YL, S, M, L, XL, XXL, XXXL)
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#1546 Governor Pro Stretch Referee Jersey-SS

Short sleeve international quality, Pro fit stretch poly/spandex, professional pocket construction, over locked seams, stretch air mesh inserts & includes round hook and loop patch.

SIZES / COLORS (YM, YL, S, M, L, XL, XXL, XXXL)
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#1547 Governor Pro Stretch Referee-LS
Long sleeve International quality. Pro fit stretch poly/spandex, professional pocket construction, over locked seams, stretch air mesh inserts & includes round hook and loop patch.

#1500 Inner Comp Shirt
V-neck. Vapodraw Poly/Spandex fabric. Light compression undershirt, base layer, slightly fitted, longer length to be able to tuck into shorts.
#3801
Professional Referee Sock
High quality sock, padded foot, ribbed articulated ankle, arch support.

#2503
Citation Referee Short
A professional referee short, Poly stretch, Lined, Front pockets, Back plaque with Velcro closure.
#0104
Referee Data Wallet / Card Set
Includes FIFA style flo red and yellow dry erasable cards, pencil & pencil holder, referee score sheet pad with 10 pcs of paper, vinyl case.

#0109
FIFA style Flo Replacement Card Set
Euro style, fluorescent referee cards, red and yellow, set of 2 pieces, dry erasable.

#0110
Referee Case Set
Ref Case Set, includes card set, whistle, lanyard, writing pad.

#0111
Deluxe Referee Card Set
Upgraded sport referee card set, red & yellow flo colors, includes writing pads, pencil and pencil holder.

www.admiral-sports.com
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#0149  
**Ref Wrist Band**  
Professional referee style, wide sweatband, zippered coin pocket, elastic whistle lanyard.

#0148  
**Wrist Lanyard**  
Professional elastic wrist lanyard, with rotating steel whistle fastener, packaged in blister pack.

#0203  
**Panther Finger Grip Whistle**  
Thermoplastic high frequency finger grip whistle, preferred by Officials who hold the whistle in their mouth to assure a secure grip. Constructed of high-impact ABS plastic, brass finger grip, impervious to moisture, pealess design, no moving parts that can obstruct the sound.

#0242  
**FX High Frequency Whistle**  
Constructed of high impact ABS plastic, impervious to moisture, pealess, no moving parts to obstruct the sound.

#0113LW  
**Referee Whistle & Lanyard Set**  
Classic referee whistle, lanyard included.

#0206  
**Neck Lanyard**  
Nylon neck lanyard, 19" long, heavy duty, stainless steel clip, packaged in blister pack.
#0202 Substitution Board
Player substitution board, heavy-duty ABS, 17” (44 cm) by 15” (38.5 cm), 2 digits in neon colors on two sides for IN and OUT, numbers easily turn with elastic connections, flip the pieces to easily create any number from 00 - 99.

#0193 Referee Round Hook & Loop Patch
Hook & loop referee patch, 2 pc Velcro, 3 inch, adhesive backing, sewn on for secure fit, 1 patch.

#0205 Premier Deluxe Referee Flag Set
A professional linesman’s flag set, 13.75” by 19”, flags swivel, quartered waterproof flag, lightweight thermo-formed rubber grips, 15 mm ABS poles, carry bag included.

#0204 Referee Linesman Flag Set
PVC shaft, PP grip, red nylon flags (35cm x 47cm) official size, carry bag with Velcro closure.
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Admiral uses unique symbols to point our customers in the right direction. The symbols will remove much of the confusion around ball description that make it difficult to understand quality versus price. Overall, we created this rating system to simplify the process of choosing a ball that is right for you.

### Training Balls Grade
- Produced in a large variety of materials.
- Price oriented for youth, camp, practice and recreational play.
- The quality and price of a training ball increases for better skill levels and adults.
- Used by coaches for all age groups and all standards.

Training balls are offered in a very large variety of qualities that range from lower priced balls for soccer camps, youth and recreational play right up to training balls for the top players in the game today. It is important to select the right quality for your level of play. A word of advice, price is not always the best way to determine quality. Available in sizes 3, 4 and 5.

### Match Balls Grade
- Developed for top players.
- Approved for use at the highest levels of the game.
- Produced for pure performance to exacting specifications for the greatest accuracy, speed and control.

The best quality outdoor balls will meet and exceed all minimum technical specifications and standards for the absolute highest levels of match play. Match balls are the most expensive type of ball since they are produced from the best materials and adhere to strict design and testing parameters. Available in size 4 & 5 depending on your level of play.

### Street Balls Grade
- A more recognized form of indoor soccer today.
- Specially engineered for indoor and hard flat surfaces.
- Freestyle balls are produced with materials that allow for survival on hard surfaces.

Proper street balls are made from durable materials to withstand the demands of playing on gravel or concrete. They materials are often designed to help keep the ‘street artist’ maintain close control of the ball. Many suppliers claim to produce actual street balls but they are usually no more than normal soccer balls. Available in size 5 only.

### Futsal Balls Grade
- A more recognized form of indoor soccer today.
- Specially engineered for indoor and hard flat surfaces.
- Futsal balls are produced with materials that allow for survival on hard surfaces.
- A more recognized form of indoor soccer today.

Futsal is a format of five-a-side football that is played extensively throughout the world. The term ‘Futsal’ is an abbreviation of the Portuguese ‘futebol de salão’ or the Spanish ‘futbol sala’, both of which translated literally mean ‘indoor football’. It is played on a pitch approximately the size of a basketball or netball court with a ball which is smaller and heavier than the outdoor football and has a reduced bounce. This ball forces a player to use their skill rather than the ball’s bounce to propel it. As a small sided game, players are constantly placed in situations where they must receive or play whilst under pressure or in confined spaces. Available in junior & senior sizes.

### Quality Footballs

**Customize It**

**Your Ball**

**Your Way**
Admiral Sports offer:

- 9 Different designs.
- 9 Levels of balls, promotional, camp, training & match.
- All sizes (2, 3, 4, 5) available.
- Select your club colors.
- Add a sponsor logo at no extra cost to raise funds.
- Delivery in 3-4 weeks by air or 12-14 weeks ocean.

FREE SHIPPING NO minimum purchase

BE TRUE TO YOUR COLOR

THINK CUSTOM

CREATE A REPLICA OR MINI BALL
CREATE A BALL FOR PLAY OFF’S
OR A TEAM OF THE MONTH

CUSTOM BALLS
DESIGNED BY YOU
MADE BY US

If you need help selecting the correct usage for your soccer ball, please visit our website or call us.

USAGE SPECS

- JUGGLER ++
  - CATEGORY: Machine Stitched
  - FINISH: Gloss
  - OUTER COVER: EVA Laminated
  - WEIGHT: Glass
  - BLADDER: Fabric Wound
  - VALVE: 50/50 Butyl
  - SIZE: 4.5

- TRAINING ++
  - CATEGORY: Machine Stitched
  - FINISH: Glass
  - OUTER COVER: PU & DIME 4.0 MM
  - WEIGHT: 400 - 440gr
  - BLADDER: Fabric Wound
  - VALVE: 50/50 Butyl
  - SIZE: 5

- MATCH ++
  - CATEGORY: Machine Stitched
  - FINISH: Glass
  - OUTER COVER: PU & DIME 4.0 MM
  - WEIGHT: 400 - 440gr
  - BLADDER: Fabric Wound
  - VALVE: Hidden - Butyl
  - SIZE: 5

- FUTSAL ++
  - CATEGORY: Machine Stitched
  - FINISH: Glass
  - OUTER COVER: PU & DIME 4.0 MM
  - WEIGHT: 400 - 440gr
  - BLADDER: Fabric Wound
  - VALVE: Hidden - Butyl
  - SIZE: 4.5
ADMIRAL® TECHNICAL INFORMATION

A perfect ball for every occasion will always remain the utmost importance to ADMIRAL. Arguably the ball is the most important piece of equipment in the game and vital for precision practices. Why is ADMIRAL better? Simply put, its construction and materials are superbly engineered to provide high quality products suitable for every occasion. Every component contributes towards a ball’s touch and flight characteristics, quality and specific use.

THE COVER.... Or the outside of the ball provides protection from the elements such as hard ground, moisture, cold weather and the hot sun without compromising the touch and performance. Our soft covers are made from the highest quality materials available, both imported and local. Compare the touch...its the difference.

THE BACKING.... Never seen but a crucial factor in the performance and endurance of a ball. Admiral use soft TPE as backing on most of our covers while others use EVA which is a substandard backing. TPE is softer and more durable than EVA especially in wet and/or cold conditions. It is a superior backing.

THE BLADDER.... As well as hold air, the bladder is highly responsible for the touch, feel, performance and flight of all soccer balls. Latex bladders have traditionally been used in the past and still meet a player’s ideal requirements but have issues with air retention. However, recent developments have given us the ability to protect our bladders with nylon without compromising touch and feel. 100% of our bladders are nylon wound which insures the best air retention and guarantees maximum shape during play. These bladders hold air for approximately twice as long as conventional latex bladders without affecting playability at all. By contrast, many of our competitors do not use wound bladders causing issues on the field with performance and shape. Our match balls use blended bladders to provide a soft touch while ensuring proper flight. The valve stem is a critical element of construction and in most cases, all is lost as a result of a defective valve stem. Admiral use the highest quality imported valve stem available which are engineered to reduce air loss and retard decay.

TECHNICAL DATA....The specifications for weight, circumference and recommended pressures are governed by FIFA. All ADMIRAL® balls comply with these specifications, details of which are listed below along with tolerances.

Sizes and Weights

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Weight Range (gms)</th>
<th>Circumference (cms)</th>
<th>Pressure Range (lb/sq in)</th>
<th>Ages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Size 5</td>
<td>410gm to 445gm</td>
<td>68cms to 70cms</td>
<td>8 to 10</td>
<td>12 and UP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size 4</td>
<td>350gm to 390gm</td>
<td>63.5cms to 66cms</td>
<td>8 to 10</td>
<td>8 and 12 Years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micro/Size 3</td>
<td>290gm to 320gm</td>
<td>61.8cms to 65.2cms</td>
<td>6 to 8</td>
<td>Under 8 Years</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

QUALITY COMES FROM INSIDE

THERMO BONDING- The highest quality International Match balls are thermally bonded. The PU panels are bonded one by one to the bladder with heat and pressure and so there are no seams and no stitches. This means less water uptake and a higher performance for the best players.

HIGH FREQUENCY BONDING- Suitable for Match play, this technique of bonding is similar to Thermo Bonding but instead of bonding single panels together, they bond 6 – 8 panels at a time. This ball also offers a high quality playing experience than machine stitched balls.

MACHINE STITCHED- Machine stitched balls are used for training or youth match play. Machine stitching offers a flatter flight than is older counterpart i.e. hand stitched balls. When a ball is hand stitched, the exact same pressure is not put on each seam meaning that it is not a spherical as the newer method of machine stitching. Because machine-stitched balls cover has to be soft for the needle to penetrate the outer cover, the material is also much softer to the touch than training balls that are hand stitched.
Orion Match +++
#4078

International match. Laminated TBSE construction. Semi dull dimple casing, 4.0mm PU, fabric wound bladder, hidden valve, Size 5.

Size: 5
Construction: Laminated.
Rating: +++

Omni Match ++
#4074

Match ball, laminated TBSE construction, TPU. 2+ 4mm EVA gloss lamination, fabric wound bladder, hidden valve, sizes 4 & 5.

Size: 4 & 5
Construction: Laminated.
Rating: ++

Force Training ++
#4071

Training ball, machine stitched, TPU 4.2mm lamination, nylon wound bladder, hidden butyl valve, Sizes 3, 4 & 5, each size is a different color.

Size: 3, 4, 5
Construction: Machine Stitched.
Rating: ++

Epic Training +
#4079

Training ball, machine stitched, CTPU 3.8mm lamination, nylon wound bladder, hidden butyl valve, sizes 3, 4 & 5.

Size: 3, 4, 5
Construction: Machine Stitched.
Rating: +
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Follow these simple do’s and don’ts to make sure you’re treating your new soccer ball with the respect it deserves. Used properly and depending upon it’s quality, your soccer ball could last years. However, used improperly, it may not last a season. Don’t let the latter happen to you through neglect and abuse. Here are a few do’s and don’ts of soccer ball care that will help maximize the lifespan of your ball.

DO: CLEAN
After the first use or two, your ball will likely never look pristine again. However, keeping it clean and free of major dirt will prolong the life and playability of the ball. Use a damp cloth to wipe down the surface and remove any excess dirt, residue or grime after every use and you’ll never have to resort to playing dirty. Do not use excessive water when cleaning as the ball may absorb some of the water.

DO: DEFLATE WHEN NOT USING
Instead of playing with an inflated ball, deflate the ball. Use the same needle you use to inflate it (don’t forget the minimal oil) and just let the pressure off. You don’t have to squeeze the ball just let the air release naturally as the shell and bladder can not serve you even using it.

DO: INFLATE TO CORRECT PRESSURE
For the ball to react the way it’s supposed to in flight, it must be inflated to the proper pressure. That means neither over- nor under-inflated. Please refer to the pressure printed on the valve stem, use a pressure gauge and inflate or deflate accordingly. However, before inserting any needle into the ball, it is best to coat both the needle and the rubber valve with a light spray of valve oil on the needle to avoid damaging the air valve. Saliva is not recommended as a lubricant.

DO: BE MINDFUL OF THE PLAYING SURFACE
Soccer balls are designed to take a lot of abuse. Some cosmetic damage will unavoidably occur, but playing on rough, abrasive surfaces like concrete, gravel, asphalt, and even some indoor surfaces can damage your ball. Therefore, our recommendation is that you only use the ball on surfaces for which it is designed. Make sure you buy a soccer ball that matches the game you’ll be playing. If you are unsure, ask us.

DON’T: SIT OR STAND ON THE BALL
Standing on a ball – any ball – is not smart. Don’t stand on your ball. Standing on a soccer ball will likely damage its structure to an extent that it warps into a permanently oblong configuration rendering it inadequate for play. Sitting on the ball can do the same thing, so no sitting on the ball during breaks, either.

DON’T: INFLATE AT A GAS STATION
If you have many balls to inflate, invest in a proper electric pump. It is IMPOSSIBLE to regulate air pressure with the air pressure machines at gas stations! The pressure damages ball almost 100% of the time by stretching the seams through over inflating the bladder. Just don’t do it.
Kevin Keegan

English Football Legend

3x SPL Titles, 1x German Title, 2x UEFA Cups, 1x European Cup, 1x FA Cup
Manager of Newcastle United, Fulham, Manchester City & England.”
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